24. Determination of the damping characteristics of hydro pneumatic suspension strut
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Abstract. The paper presents the results of the hydropneumatic suspension strut researches on indicator test stand. The front hydropneumatic suspension strut for Citroen BX and C5 was researched. The aim of this investigation was to determine the damping characteristics (points of force for maximum linear velocity). The stroke and rotary velocities were selected on indicator test stand. For that extortion parameters force versus displacement and force versus velocity diagrams were determined. The damping characteristics were determined too.
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1. Introduction

The technical condition of the shock can be examined on indicator shock absorber test stand. Such an examination can plot the work graph of the shock absorber (force versus displacement) as well as the velocity graph (force versus linear velocity) and determine damping characteristics [1, 2, 4, 5]. Determination of the damping characteristics can be achieved in two ways (the basis of designated force-displacement diagram at a constant stroke and variable angular velocity or the angular velocity is constant and the value of the stroke is changed). The damping characteristic is determined assuming a value for the maximum damping piston velocity (separately compression and decompression). The implementation of the designation of the characteristics of those two methods may lead to some discrepancies in the designated characteristics [6].

Determining of damping characteristic of hydropneumatic strut is carried out in conjunction with a gas spring (the gas spring is part of hydraulic cylinder). Suspension vibration is causing changes in the volume of gas separated from the liquid susceptible membrane. The fluid flows through the gland – central hole and hole around overshadowed disc springs – play the role of shock absorber in hydropneumatic strut. The disc springs play the role of bump valves in shock absorber. Dimensions of central hole and holes around and disc spring characteristic determine the characteristics of hydropneumatic strut.

![Fig. 1. View of hydropneumatic strut and damper [9]](image-url)

2. Test stand and measurement system

The indicator test stand used in researches has been depicted in Fig. 2 [3, 7, 8].
Determining of damping characteristic of hydropneumatic strut is carried out in conjunction with a gas spring, so it is necessary pressurizing of fluid in hydropneumatic strut. For this purpose single section hand pump shown on Fig. 3 was used.
The measurement system used in the test is shown in Fig. 4. The force sensor CL 16 and displacement transducer PTx-200 were used to perform the measurement of force and displacement. The analyzer SigLab 20-22 was used for recording signals.

![Diagram of measurement system](image)

**Fig. 4. Scheme of measurement system**

### 3. Results of research

For the purpose of determining the damping characteristics of the hydropneumatic column it is important that the pressure of fluid for vehicle static load is known. Hydropneumatic suspension is a kind of adaptive suspension which keeps constant clearance independent of the static load. Determining of damping characteristic on indicator test stand for Citroen BX and C5 strut was made for 50 mm stroke and changeable angular velocity. The pressure of fluid in strut was corresponding to empty car. In this examination was plotted the work graph (force versus displacement) as well as the velocity graph (force versus linear velocity) and damping characteristics were determined (value of force for the maximum piston velocity, separately for compression and decompression) – Fig. 5.

![Graphs of damping characteristics](image)

**Fig. 5. Determining of damping characteristic**

Damping characteristic for Citroen BX is presented in Fig. 5 and for Citroen C5 is presented in Fig. 6.

The damping characteristics for Citroen BX and Citroen C5 struts are similar. Since the suspension is "soft" (used gas spring with constant mass of gas) so the damping forces are not as
large as in case of mechanical suspension with coli spring and hydraulic shock absorber. The characteristics are nonlinear and unsymmetric.

![Fig. 6. Damping characteristic: a) Citroen BX strut, b) Citroen C5 strut](image)

**4. Conclusions**

There are many differences between damping characteristic for hydraulic shock absorber and hydropneumatic strut. Damping characteristic of hydropneumatic strut is carried out in conjunction with a gas spring, so it is necessary to perform pressurizing of fluid in hydropneumatic strut. The research must be repeated for different values of static pressure (static load of vehicle). The force sensor of test stand must allow measurement of static force and the dynamic changes in the forcing.

Nowadays, when hydropneumatic and active suspensions are more commonly used, it is necessary to develop new universal methods for testing all kinds of suspensions. The comparison of measurement methods for determining damping characteristics of classic, hydropneumatic and active suspensions can be a first step to develop universal methods.
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